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New Directions for EASNA
Your input is wanted! For the past couple of years, EASNA's focus has been on working collaboratively with EAPA to merge

Summer has drawn to a close and I the two organizations into one voice for the industry. Last Spring EAPA identified obstacles that

hope members were able to enjoy precluded the merger of EAPA and EASNA. During the due diligence process, EAPA's president and

some rest and relaxation over the past CEO met with their attorneys to review the specific legal and financial requirements, procedures, and

several months. I am pleased to costs for a merger. According to EAPA, both financial and legal barriers surfaced that were sufficient

report that the "dog days of summer" barriers that EAPA could not move forward with the merger.

did not slow EASNA members from With the focus on the merger behind us, it became clear to the Board that we need to take a step back
continuing to make progress on and examine EASNA, its vision and mission, and with your help determine a new future for the
refining our new strategic directions. organization.
The strategic planning committee (Pat

The first step was a Board meeting in the spring that focused entirely on a strategic plan for the
Herlihy, Renee Kennish, Rich Paul,
Donna Scotten and myselfl worked at

organization, beginning with a clearly stated mission and vision and developing strategic directions and

wordsmithing the vision and mission
specific initiatives that keep our focus on the mission. A strategic planning group was formed to work

and developed some descriptors for
during the summer to more fully develop the work of the Board. The planning group presented their

each strategic direction. You will see
Work to the Board in late August. The Board then met by teleconference to review the work of the

the results of our work in the article
planning group, to confirm that the document accurately reflected the discussion at the Spring Board

that Renee has written in this edition
meeting, and to assure the strategic document was clear and understandable.

entitled, New Directions for EASNA. All strategic planning processes benefit from external review. It is particularly important for EASNA, as

Now we need input from our mem- our vision is to be responsive to a broad range of stakeholders who are engaged in maintaining healthy

bers. As you will see when you review and productive workplaces. The next step was then to identify anumber ofwell-respected individuals

the document — EASNA wants to from both the U.S. and Canada, who would be willing to review the strategic plan and provide their

create a dynamic organization that perspectives. The individuals selected for interview were those the Board thought could represent the

engages its member and utilizes their points of view of a wide variety of disciplines also focused on healthy and productive workplaces:

skills and talents. Please review the human resource broadly, worklife, health and wellness, accreditation, international, benefits consulting,

strategic plan draft and ask yourself etc. Board members are currently in the process of interviewing these individuals. The deadline for

the following questions: 1) Is the plan gathering the feedback is October 15. The feedback will be brought to the Board meeting scheduled

clear and understandable? and for early November.

2) what is my reaction to the direction
EASNA is proposing to take? Please
forward your comments to me at
Ihartley@fseap.com. The Board will
use this feedback as we move Ses a draft ofthe stragegic plan, including the mission,
towards finalizing our plan. vision and drrectiar~s statements on Pa e 2

~
The other development that has

,,:,K .... ~ s _... ~ ~ ,~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . 
~ ~~~

occurred as a result of the strategic
planning process is that interviews are

(continued, page 3)



New Directions for EASNA (continued from page 1)

The Mission
The Employee Assistance Society of North America
(EASNA) is committed to advancing solutions for healthy
and productive workplaces.

The Vision
EASNA is recognized as:

• a resource of leading-edge educational solutions and
information.

• responsive to a broad range of stakeholders who all
care about creating and maintaining healthy and
productive workplaces.

• contributing compelling data, standards and bench-
marks to enhance and support the EA industry.

• having an invested &diverse community that contributes
to an accountable, responsive, innovative &accessible
organization.

The Strategic Directions
To achieve its vision, EASNA will:

1) Champion a productive and engaged community
EASNA's diverse community of supporters are actively
involved in the consultation, development, and imple-
mentation of EASNA initiatives that reflect the insight
and contribution of many.

• All initiatives of EASNA engage a broad range of
individuals to support the depth and commitment
essential to a strong and successful organization.

• The Board of Directors comprises a diversity of
talented and actively engaged professionals whose
continuous actions promote EASNA's mission.

• EASNA fosters a mutually beneficial partnership with its
members, that encourages active participation and
commitment to the mission. This includes consultation,
recognition, and involvement in various activities.

2) Partner with health &performance stakeholders
EASNA and its various professional partners, whose
charter it is to improve organizational and individual
effectiveness, collaboratively work to provide leadership
to the EA and related fields.

• The structure of the Board of Directors includes
positions for partners.

• There exists a partnership development plan and
process that will seek out and support alliances that
enhance industry effectiveness.

• COA and EASNA strongly collaborate on standards and
accreditation.

3) Advance research
EASNA is a committed leader in supporting and
promoting innovative research which validates and

progresses the EA field resulting in healthier and more
productive workplaces.

EASNA offers its members a quarterly refereed journal
focused on profiling cutting edge research in the
employee assistance and related health performance
fields.

• EASNA will focus its priorities towards identifying reliable
and related research, making this information available
to its membership and interested partners.

• EASNA will actively support and facilitate the develop-
ment ofnew and groundbreaking research in both the
employee assistance and related fields.

4) Facilitate information exchange
EASNA offers a collaborative community in which there
is an open exchange of information, trends, and issues
amongst ifs members, partners, and stakeholders for the
enrichment of the EA field with a focus on quality and
excellence.

• EASNA provides members a forum for continuous
educational and networking opportunities that promote
professional development including the annual Institute.

• In a proactive manner, EASNA disseminates to stake-
holtlers topical news and information that impacts the
health and performance of both individuals and organi-
zations.

• EASNA encourages and promotes the sharing of EA
best practices and technologies through standards,
accreditation, and other methods from a global perspec-
tive with particular emphasis on bi-national (Canada &
U.S.) perspectives.

5) Leverage technology
EASNA leverages technology to overcome the eco-
nomic, time, and geographic barriers faced by stake-
holders to enhance their ongoing learning and ability to
network effectively throughout the year.

• EASNA provides members access to up-to-date tools
and information, including a dynamic website that
facilitates exchange of information.

• Through the use of advancing technologies, EASNA
offers educational opportunities to stakeholders
including, but not limited to, web-based seminars.

• EASNA provides non-traditional access to presentations
and trainings through the use of technology.

6) Manage our affairs effectively and responsibly
EASNA implements and maintains a responsible
financial business plan.

• EASNA builds management structures and processes
that ensure a sound, fiscally managed organization.

• EASNA stays in the black.



EAP Provider Awarded SAMHSA Grant

ValueOptions and its partners, Health
and. Performance Resources (HPR)
and George Washington University
(GWU) have been awarded a Young
Adults in the Workplace (YIW) grant
from the Substance Abuse and Mental
Health Services Administration
(SAMHSA) to create EAP services
that more effectively reach younger
workers.

The grantees will use sophisticated
geotlemographic segmentation
systems and data mining techniques
to adapt EAP services to better match
the cultural, demographic and attitude
preferences of young workers. This is
the same technology used by
businesses to conduct market
research to sell everything from hand
soap to gourmet coffee, and enables
planners to determine the best
placement for new locations of bank
branch offices or supermarkets.

ValueOptions' database of socio-
demographic and clinical service
information from millions of client care
episodes will be used in conjunction
with the geotlemographic segmenta-
tion systems. The project will create
EAP services that reach young
workers for the first time with media,
messages, and processes of care,
that match young people's prefer-
encesand problems.

In the first two years of the planned
project, ValueOptions will work with a
number of its corporate customers to
create and pilot the prototype EAP
outreach to young workers. After
testing and refinement in Phase I,
Phase II will replicate and extend the

President's Update
(continued from Page 1 J

being conducted with current Board
Members to develop a capabilities
inventory and determine each
member's ability to actively contribute
to the new direction. The Executive
will review the results of these
interviews and identify gaps. This will
enable us to develop a Board

program to ValueOptions' entire EAP
book of business.

While alcohol prevention programs
have made significant inroads with
school-based prevention efforts, this
approach overlooks youths who drop
out of school and entered the
workforce early, and those who
graduate from high school and begin
working without secondary education.
These youths are at the greatest risk
for alcohol antl drug problems.

"There is a crucial need for compre-
hensive outreach and service delivery
strategies targeted to young adults
that focus on the risk factors and
developmental issues unique to this
population," said Rich Paul, Vice
President of Health and Performance
Solutions within ValueOptions.

To take advantage of this age-related
"window" of opportunity, ValueOptions
will design and test strategies for
marketing EAP identification and
intervention services targeted
specifically to young workers. The
assessment and monitoring process
provided by Health and Performance
Resources will be used to develop risk
profiles and evaluate the effectiveness
of interventions at the work group
level for participating employers.

Eric Goplerud, Ph.D. of Ensuring
Solutions at George Washington
University, reports "This innovative
approach to utilizing market segmen-
tation software, marketing database
information and administrative data
from participating employers, will
create a rich evaluation platform to

selection procedure that ensures that
nominees have the skills that meet
current Board needs.

EASNA is in the process of renewing
itself. You are invited to be part of this
process. You can participate in a way
that works for you: Send your
feedback about the strategic plan

create outreach antl engagement
strategies that work. Young workers
have high rates of substance abuse
and mental health problems, but
rarely seek help from EAPs. We
believe that this grant from the Center
for Substance Abuse Prevention at
SAMHSA will give us the opportunity
to change that."

ValueOptions is one of the nation's
largest behavioral health care
companies. ValueOptions serves
nearly 23 million people across the
country through publicly funded antl
commercial contracts with employee
assistance, mental health and
substance abuse, behavioral disability
management and integrated pro-
grams. The company's headquarters
are in Norfolk, Virginia. For more
information visit
www, valueoptions.com.

Based at The George Washington
University Medical Center in Washing-
ton, D.C., Ensuring Solutions to
Alcohol Problems
(www.ensuringsolutions.org) is funded
by The Pew Charitable Trusts and
seeks to increase access to treatment
for individuals with alcohol problems.

Based in Memphis Tennessee, Health
and Performance Resources is a
consulting organization with significant
health care research, planning and
development experience. During the
last 15 years, HPR projects have
included: strategic planning, market
and consumer research, program
analysis, business planning and
development, process modeling and
information systems development. ~

draft ,identify an area that interests
you and volunteer to assist us, or put
your name forward to become an
active Board Member.

You are invited. Please think about
accepting.

Louise Hartley ~



Employee Assistance for International Workers

~~ EAP-Type Services for International Employees and
Families: The Weak Link"

International assignments are the
dream of many employees in
multinational organizations. But what
about the human issues involved in
transferring an employee to another
country? How can companies protect
their considerable investment, and
insure expatriates are successful,
personally as well as professionally?

Evidence is accumulating that shows
many expatriates and their families
are experiencing adjustment disor-
ders, depression and substance
abuse in numbers greater than
expected. In a foreign country, what
may have been simple problems back
home become more complex and
difficult to address due to the new
work environment, cultural differ-
ences, language barriers, the stigma
of seeking help, and lack of familiar
support systems.

One solution to these problems may
lie in innovative Employee Assistance
services. This is described in "EAP-
Type Services for International
Employees and Families: The Weak
Link" by John Pompe, Russell Hagen,
David Sharar, and Ken Burgess,
published online in WorldatWork
Journal, Second Quarter, 2004.

The authors propose that multina-
tional corporations provide a new form
of EA, integrated with other relocation
and destination services. Keys to
success include qualified host country
providers and stigma-free utilization of
the service. This requires careful
screening and evaluation of host
country providers, for cultural and
professional competence, language
proficiency, and once suitability and
accessibility. Corporate planners must
consider the possibility that expatriate
employees may be reluctant to seek
assistance due to their high profile
and visibility. This leads to the
suggestion that services need to be
labeled and promoted differently than
traditional EAPs. Provision of routine
preventive services such as support
groups, training and cultural coaching,
along with EA services can effectively

reduce stigma and familiarize
employees and families with available
services for acute problems.

The article lists four service delivery
models, but focuses on two:
telecounseling/online assistance and
face-to-face intervention with a local
provider. They recommend technology
assistance only as an adjunct to face-
to-face treatment, not as a replace-
mentfor it. The benefits of local
providers for in-person counseling are
listed, and include the basic human
contact, increased cross cultural
adjustment for the employee, and
access to the local counselor's first-
hand knowledge of the host country.

A most important issue is pricing. The
authors warn that using current EAP
capitated-pricing structure in interna-
tional services will result in low
utilization and difficulty in maintaining
highly qualified providers in host
countries. For the true value of EA
services to be realized, a multinational
company must invest in a quality
service that employees will use. The
cost may range from $75 to $500 or
more per employee per year,
depending on numerous variables.

Certainly the development, manage-
ment and maintenance of this
innovative EA type service can be
challenging. It requires the correct
balance of oversight and flexibility.
It is more expensive than typical EA
services in the home country and
requires more planning. But thinking
in this non-traditional way can move
EA from the "weakest link" in the
benefit package to a strategic
intervention that develops well-
adjusted, culturally competent global
citizens.

The complete article, "EAP-Type
Services for International Employees
and Families: The Weak Link" is
available at www.worldatwork.org. ~

Healthy
Lifestyles —
Healthy Weight:
The Role of the EAP
by Kafhy Greco, LMSW, CEAP

In the U.S., overweight and obesity
are a national health epidemic as
nearly 65 percent of the U.S. adult
population, or two out of three adults,
is overweight or obese.' Conservative
estimates indicate that obesity leads to
approximately 300,000 deaths annuallyz
and places individuals at greater risk for
chronic medical conditions including
diabetes, heart disease, hypertension,
musculoske!etal conditions, stroke,
some cancers, and depression.

The health of employees and an
organization's bottom line are
dramatically impacted by overweight
and obesity. The cost associated with
overweight and obesity is astounding.
Researchers estimate that the total
cost of obesity to U.S companies is
estimated at $13 billion per year: $8
billion in health care costs; $2.4 billion
in paid sick leave, $1.8 billion in life
insurance, and $1 billion in disability
insurance.3

Employee Assistance Programs can
be positioned to be effective tools in
addressing the human and financial
toll of obesity on today's workplace.
Leveraging the EAP's focus on
prevention, education, and referral to
appropriate resources offers greater
opportunities to meet needs to
minimize risk associated with obesity.

Services to Individuals
The intervention of the EAP with
individuals should support the
individual's concern about weight
issues, provide information that
increases awareness and directs the
individual to a next step in exploring
and resolving this problem.

Consultation and Organizational
Development
There are many specific low- and no-
cost activities that organizations can
adopt to promote a healthy workplace.
The EAP can encourage employers to
implement activities that (1) promote
physical activity; (2) emphasize

(continued, page 6)
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EASNA Award for Corporate Excellence

EASNA is proud to announce the EASNA Award For Corporate Excellence, which recognizes
superior implementation antl utilization of Employee Assistance services. The Corporate Award for
Excellence will be presented in May 2005 to one Canadian corporation and one U.S. corporation, who
have integrated Employee Assistance services as a key to business success.

We've all seen many varied and unusual uses of Employee Assistance in organizations and busi-
nesses. From EA as a minimal, commodity benefit to EA as a vital component of organizational health
and productivity, our services have assumed many forms. It is time to recognize those businesses,
organizations, and agencies that understand the potential of EA and have implemented EAPs that are
integral to their successful business strategy.

The EASNAAwartl for Corporate Excellence will honor those companies, agencies, and businesses
that support best practice EA programs and services. One Canadian company and one U.S. company
will be selected annually from nominations made to EASNA. The Award will recognize the corporation,
not the EAP. It is anticipated the official criteria will be available in November 2004, with the first two
Awards presented in May 2005, at the EASNA Institute in Chicago.

This Award, a first in the field, is currently "under construction." Help us design it and with your
comments and suggestions. EASNA member's opinions about the criteria and selection process ar?
welcomed and encouraged.

The following is a preliminary list of factors that will be considered in the selection process:

• Years of providing EA benefit Program design

• Utilization history Achievement of program goals

• Creative programming efforts Grassroots employee involvement

• Executive support EA/Corporate integration efforts

• EA training R01

• Vendor relationship

Please send your feedback to Corporate Award Committee Chair, George Martin, at
george@corpcareeap.com.

EASNA is committed to the recognition of companies who value, support and utilize Employee
Assistance services to promote employee health and productivity as well as achieve business success.
It is our goal to showcase these corporations, as best practice models that will enhance the EA field
and inspire us to continued excellence. ~

Are EAPs your Customers too?

The EASNA Institute offers tremendous access to the kind of EAP docision-makers that you want to reach!

So, if your plans for 2005 include marketing to EAP's, you won't want to miss the 2005 EASNA Institute,
May 5 -6, 2005 in Chicago, Illinois. Our theme, "Expanding the Vision: New Leverage Points for
Health and Performance" is drawing an extraordinary lineup of speakers and promises to make for an
exciting and well-attended conference.

Antl just like our facilities in Ottawa last year, the Chicago Fairmont will provide a tremendous marketing
venue with a centrally located ballroom hosting the exhibit hall, right next to Registration and just a few
feet away from the Plenary meeting and Luncheon rooms. We have taken many steps to make certain
that our sponsors and supporters continue to maximize their return on investment.

There are currently a variety of opportunities available, but some important deadlines are approaching
—the "Returning Exhibitor Discount' will expire on October 31st. New this year; any signed sponsor-
ship orexhibitor contract will get your name and or logo listed in every subsequent Institute mailing,
maximizing your organization's name recognition among more than 8,000 EAP professionals, confer-
ence prospects and members.

Check out our detailed Prospectus on the web at www.easna.org and learn more about this year's
opportunities to meet face-to-face with leaders in the EAP industry. Or email us with questions at
easna@msn.com. ~ 5



Call for Papers! Healthy LifestyleslWeight
(continued from page 4)

The Planning Committee for the 2005 Employee Assistance Society of North America healthy nutrition; (3) support stress
proudly announces its Call for Papers for the 17th Annual EASNA Institute: management skills for employees and

Expanding the Vision: New Leverage Points managers/supervisors; and (4)

for Health and Performance in the Workplace
communicate senior management
dedication, support and commitment.

May 6th and 7th, 2005 in Chicago Illinois
Prevention and Education

Supporting innovative research that validates the Employee Assistance field and It is important to recognize that a
promotes healthier and more productive workplaces is our goal. Each year, the successful program cannot be
EASNAAnnual Institute offers an opportunity for an open exchange of information, achieved through aone-time commu-
trends, and issues amongst its members, partners, and stakeholders with a focus on nication effort or training program, but
collaborative quality and service excellence. rather through ongoing prevention
The Committee is requesting proposals for 20 Peer Presentations that explore issues and education activities sustained
in any the following three tracks: over time.

TRACK 1: Building Healthy Organizations — Exploring proven efforts and innova- Tackling the problem of overweight
tive worksite programs which foster healthier, high-performing organizations.

TRACK 2: Reducing the Impact of High-Risk Behavioral Health Issues — Demon-

and obesity requires a comprehensive
approach in which EAPs have

strating the results of interventions with individuals in the workforce suffering from demonstrated through a strong focus

costly conditions i.e., depression, substance abuse, obesity, and gambling. on prevention, education, assess-

• TRACK 3: Creating Value Through Strategic Partnerships — Forming innovative
ment, referral and follow-up, that they

relationships that bridge traditional gaps in employee assistance services or fulfill
are well positioned to be responsive to

newly identified needs.
organizational needs and can effect-
ivelyaddress one of the U.S.'s fastest

Proposals must be submitted electronically using the Peer Presentation Proposal Form growing public health concerns.
by 5 pm on November 30, 2004 to be eligible for consideration.

Kathy Greco is director of quality and
The COMPLETE Call for Papers and instructions can found at www.easna.org. outcomes for fhe Health and Perfor-

Individuals requesting special accommodations for submissions please contact mance Solutions Department in

easna@msn.com prior to the announced deadline for assistance. ~p l/alue0ptions' Employer Solutions
Division. She is responsible for quality
and outcomes initiatives supporting
workplace-based services and
products. She can be reached at

E`ASNA Website to be U raded b WLMpg y
(518) 271-2981 or at
kathleen.greco@valueoptions.com.

EASNA is pleased to be partnering with WorkLife Media, LLC to maintain and enhance
EASNA's website (www.easna.org). Our joint goals are to make the site an indispens- References

able resource for members as well as an effective marketing vehicle for attracting new 1.2003 Chartbook on Trends in the

members. Health ofAmericans. 2003. National
Center fur Health Statistics, Centers

Over the next few months, you will notice a significant upgrading of the members area; for Disease Control and Prevention.
regular updated materials related to the upcoming annual meeting next May in
Chicago; and more use of the "rotating news" feature for keeping members apprised of 2. Actual Causes of Death in the

late-breaking news. United States. 1993. Journal of the
American Medical Association.

Please contact us with your suggestions for further improvements and features that
will make the EASNA site work better for you! 3. AM Wolf and GA Colditz. "Current

Estimates of the Economic Costs of
WorkLife Media, LLC (WLM), based in Beverly, MA, is an information services Obesity in the United States." Obesity
company that provides media-based solutions to increase crisis preparedness and Research, 1998 6: 97-106.
reduce workplace performance risks. WLM is an Affiliate Member of EASNA.

Contact Information: (,~ a

Phil Evans, Co-Chair, 2005 EASNA Institute, phil@protocallsry com

Paul Earl, Worklife Media, LLC, paul.earl@worklifemedia.net ~ EASNA: Judy Janes, sostrom
230 E. Ohio Street. Suite 400, Chicago, IL 60611

Tel: (312) 644-0828 Fax: (312) 644-8557

easna@bostrom.com www.easna.org
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